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Introduction

• Powerpoint Karaoke (PPK) is also known as ‘Battle Decks’

• Originated in 2006 in Berlin, Germany

• Participants must deliver a presentation based on a set of slides
  • Which they have never seen before
  • Forcing them to improvise and make it up
Rules

• You, the audience will judge each presenter
  • By how loud you laugh and clap

• The presenters will:
  • Draw straws to determine who goes first
  • Randomly be given a topic to discuss
  • Have 10 minutes to present 10 slides

• Remember the presenter has never seen the slides before
Presenters

• Our presenters today are:

  • Glenn Anderson
    • IBM STG Lab Services and training

  • Bryan Foley
    • IBM z/Systems Strategy and Linux, Poughkeepsie, New York

  • Ed Jaffe
    • Chief Technology Officer at Phoenix Software International

  • Frank Kyne
    • Cheryl Watson's Tuning Letter and CPU Charts

  • Cheryl Watson
    • Cheryl Watson's Tuning Letter and CPU Charts
Objective

Laugh And Have Fun!
Presentation Number 1
Why buy a Mainframe?
Mainframe
Tubes
Systems Programmer
Punch Card
Display
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The Purse
ANY Key
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Brain
Speed
Presentation Number 2
Topic

What is a computer bug?
Bug vs. Feature

BUG

FEATURE

BY DESIGN
The Bug
Undetected Error

As far as we know, our computer has never had an undetected error.
Really?
The Night Mare
Endless Loop?
File Not Found?

File Not Found
Trust us. We looked everywhere.
Sorry, that’s not correct!
Warning!

Internet Explorer - Logoff Warning

You have been on-line for 1 year.
Do you wish to Log Off and get a Life?

- Yes
- NO

Remind me next year
Quality Assurance Team – Finds Bug!
Presentation Number 3
Corporate Culture
Number of Meetings

[Map showing the number of meetings across different states in the US]
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Are you lonely?
Tired of working on your own?
Do you hate making decisions?

HOLD A MEETING!

You can —
• See people
• Show charts
• Feel important
• Point with a stick
• Eat donuts
• Impress your colleagues

All on company time!

MEETINGS
THE PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVE TO WORK
Toilet Paper Theory

restraint  precision  creativity  panic
Types of Memos

Types of Memos

- Well, I'll be damned!
- Crap, I didn't know that.
- Holy crap! I didn't know that!
- How have I been alive this long without figuring this out?
Pie Chart – Why use?

Reasons to use a pie chart

- Present useful information
- Justify time spent on presentation slides when actually playing Minecraft
- Contempt for aesthetics
- Justify job
Pie Chart – Pac Man

Percentage of Chart Which Resembles Pac-man

- Resembles Pac-man
- Does not resemble Pac-man
McDonalds Curve
PROOF:
PowerPoint CAUSES World Hunger

- PowerPoints
- Hungry Children
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Space Saver
The Maze!

BLUEPRINT OF IKEA

things you need to buy

truthfacts.com
Presentation Number 4
Why use Google?
Hello!

Hello, how are you?
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Simply Explained

SIMPLY EXPLAINED

think

run

google

copy & paste

DEVELOPMENT CYCLE
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Google – Next

- legitimate search
- it’s gotta be here somewhere...
- desperate
- God help you what are you still doing here
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Google – Classic
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Google Maps
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Ouch!
Iphone 5 – Maps

BUY AN IPHONE 5, THEY SAID

COMES WITH A MAP, THEY SAID.
Swim across the Atlantic Ocean
Coupon

1 FREE Google Search

limit, one coupon per person, one item per coupon - not to be resold or given away by any third party - to be used within 12h
404 Error

Error 404: Road not Found
Presentation Number 5
Why have a Disaster Recovery Plan?
Disaster Recover Plan

Our Disaster Recovery Plan Goes Something Like This...

HELP! HELP!
Trap
Container Ship
Airplane
Zombie Apocalypse

Things That An Average Person Would Do During A Zombie Apocalypse

- Kill zombies
- Discover a cure
- Find their missing loved one
- Escape to the open ocean
- Taste delicious
All you can eat
Be AWARE!

Things That Came Out of Pandora

Death
Hunger
Disease
Hate
Drought
Plague
Dora
Disney Channel Stars

Be AWARE!!!
Eggs
Be prepared!
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This session was 17441

Hope everyone had fun!

And we’ll see you at the next SHARE!